Commercial Areas Where Mobile Food Vehicles Could Potentially Operate on Private Property

Legend

- Potential Mobile Food Vending Site (150' from existing restaurant or residential zone)
- Properties Potentially Containing an Eating Place or Retail Bakery Within 150 Feet of a Residential Zone
- Ownership Parcel
- Residential Zones
- Commercial Zone Districts
- Industrial Zone Districts

The maps provided are intended to be used as a reference but shall not be relied upon as legal advice or used as a defense to a violation. By way of example and not of limitation, there may be changes to restaurant locations that may not be reflected in the maps. Therefore, it is the MFV operator's responsibility to ensure that they are operating pursuant to the law. Refer to sections 4-18-2, 9-16-1, 9-6-5(d), 9-6-10(d), B.R.C. - Map Printed: 6/7/2011